Abstract-In previous work, a pipelined controller had been proposed, which enable better control methods to be used without incurring in prohibitive costs. This previous work did not take into account the pipeline delay when deriving the control law. This contribution proposes the use of a multi-step predictor to improve the pipelined controller performance and stability assuming that the pipeline delay is known. Simulations are conducted to compare the pipelined controller with and without multi-step predictor.
from centralized to distributed control systems. The fact that there is ample processing power available at low cost that can be embedded almost anywhere opens a vast array of new possibilities. About the second change, less research exists.
The common wisdom is that distributed control can never be as good and effective as centralized control. Is this assumption correct? Intuitively it is true, assuming that there are no delays when data are sent to and from the central processing unit. When delays are present, distributed control has the potential of being superior to centralized control, since sharing local information and acting upon it may be relatively delay free. The distributed control systems can then be seen as consisting of clusters of sensors, actuators, processing units, and communication devices that are rather loosely interconnected, sharing perhaps only supervisory information. This work is supported by Chinese NSFC-60084001.
The development of control theory provides control engineers with abundance of control algorithms. But in practice, control engineers should consider not only the performance of a control algorithm but also its feasibility. It has been proved that many advanced control algorithms can provide high quality of control performance. But timeconsuming computation confines them to a little scope. To solve this problem, there are several approaches: utility CPUs with higher capacity, select algorithms with shorter execution time. However, the first one means increased cost, and the second one usually means the poor performance. How to get a solution with available intelligent instruments and devices?
One of the answers is parallelizing the specific advanced control algorithms. Parallel computing sounds straightforward: apply multiple CPUs in order to solve larger, more complicated problems and get results faster. The idea is illumined from the similarity between the networked control systems and network of workstations, which is the current popular architecture for parallel computing. Further, the emerging technology is making a control system feasible in applying parallelized advanced control algorithm. Ref. [6] had discussed the possibilities of parallelizing application in NCS.
In Ref.
[7], a pipelined system had been already proposed. This previous work did not take into account the pipeline delay when deriving the control law. The paper proposes the use of a multi-step predictor to improve the pipelined controller performance and stability assuming that the pipeline delay is known. The rest of this paper is organized into 4 Fieldbus control system is NCS, which is similar with network of workstations. Ref. [6] pointed that not only in the side of hardware structure but also in the side of software are they so similar. In the network of workstations, MPI Fig.3 Then the condition of pipeline parallelism in control system is met.
C. Implementation -Example ofPipeline-paralleledNCS
In order to perform the control task, a controller must get the inputs and produce the outputs, then before the next sampling cycle, throw the outputs into an actuator that can affect the controlled environment. In traditional sampled control systems, the centralized fashion of controller implementation forces sampling period must be longer than the execution time of the control algorithm running in the controllers.
However, some computation the controller must execute to produce the outputs, are time-consuming, and cannot be finished before their deadlines. It means control system failure. To solve this problem some measures must be found out to reduce the execution time of control algorithms. Designing more efficient algorithms, choosing faster CPU, and reducing the precision of the control outputs are the candidate solutions. Where in parallel computing technology is more attractive, since intelligent field devices has own control function and establish good foundation for pipeline paralleled NCS.
A FB in a fieldbus control system is scheduled to execute. Usually each FB in a control loop runs once in one loop cycle duration. By pipeline parallelism introduced in last section, the interval between the outputs of controller can be smaller by p times than the execution time of entire controller, which is at least equal to the interval between the input and output of controller, and then the controller's performance gets improved. An implementation method of pipelined controller in fieldbus control system is illustrated by taking a simple control application -PID loop as an example, which is illustrated in Fig.4 .
Within PID control application, a loop that is composed of Al, PID and AO FB, each FB runs once in one loop cycle for common case. First, Al senses the process data from the controlled plant and sends it to PID. Then using the data Al send PID computes the control signal and send it to AO. At last, AO Fig.1 and Fig.4 . Here the pipeline period is the execution time of each FB and number of the pipeline stages is 3.
To facilitate the discussion, execution time of all FBs is assumed to be T equally. Moreover, closed loop control application should get inputs and send output continuously through all its lifetime, which means the pipeline has infinite horizon, namely m=inf, see also Fig.5 . Thus the pipelined controller will produce output every T (pipeline period) instead of 3T (the execution time of the whole controller). Equivalent sampling time of pipelined controller is equal to pipeline period T smaller than loop cycle 3T, which is essentially the delay from input to output. However the sampling time of conventional controller without pipeline parallelism is at least 3T. So pipeline parallelism reduces the sampling time of controller. FB application is suitable for pipeline parallelism and also Foundation fieldbus has provide conditions that parallelization needs. It must be noticed that the execution time of each pipeline stage in Fig.5 
1) Time domain analysis
Without loss of generality, take linear time-invariant system x = Acx + Bcu and linear feedback control law u =-Kx into consideration. In traditional digital feedback control theory, the corresponding feedback control law is U(k) = -KX(k) , which is derived under the zero time assumption of the computation time of control law. But in practice, the computation time of control law cannot be zero; even in some cases it will be larger than desired sampling period. Then it is impossible to product control signal by U(k) = -KX(k), while the state information before k instant may be used.
Set / stages in pipelined controller with pipeline period T, then the control signal U(k) can be compute by using X(k -1) . Traditional controller can be viewed as a pipeline controller with only one stage, that is = 1. Sampling period of system Ts must be larger or equal to T (That means sampling time can not be smaller than computation time of control law), here taking it as T for analysis convenience. If the computation time of control law is Z'ca,l which was larger than sampling time desired by controlled process, pipelined parallel strategy can be used to get smaller sampling time, which will be TS = Tcai , then system requirement was satisfied.
Model of / -stage pipelined system is as following: It had been proved that pipelined controller could provide performance and stability improvement. But delay due to pipeline was not considered when designing control algorithm.
In this section, by eliminating the effect of pipeline delay, a multi-step predictor is designed to improve the performance and stability of pipelined controller. The predictor that estimates the system states by measurable process value can be combined in Al block.
Given system:
with feedback control law:
If Pipelined Controller with I stages is used, then
Control action at instance k is produced by states at k-l instance.
When not all the states are measurable, observer need to be introduced.
Observer: 
[Theorem 21 Applying I stages pipelined controller for system (3), and introducing observer (5) and multi-step predictor (7), the closed system equation becomes
Separation property is satisfied with the closed system (10). Then controller and observer can be designed separately.
The proof of theorem 1 needs the following lemma.
Substituting thefollowing equation into (13).
i=O By use of Lemma 1, it follows the proof oftheorem 2. Proof:
According to Lemma 1.
Consider.
We get the closed system equation.
IV However, it must be noticed that a delay equal to one pipeline period will be induced for each pipeline stage, which is equivalent to adding controlled plant a simple delay equal to pipeline period multiplying the number of the pipeline stages. In order to counteract the effects of pipeline delay, a multi-step predictor is introduced for pipelined controller. It makes the controller implemented feedback control by use of current estimates of process value, and performance improvement is achieved. 419 
